
Standing up puts less pressure on your diaphragm and 
puts your head in a more elevated position.  Both will 
impact positively on your voice making you sound 
clearer and appear more confident, ready to steer your 
conversations in the direction you want to.

Using your hands will amplify the messages you’re 
trying to convey.  It doesn’t matter that the other 
person can’t actually see you (unless you’re on a video 
call) – they’ll hear it in your voice!

Energy, enthusiasm and a positive tone of voice injects 
confidence into any conversation. 

Remember “it’s not what you say, it’s the way that you 
say it”.

(Obligatory 80s pop reference – tick!)

Have a clear picture of the outcome you want from 
every call before you dial the number. 

All too often conversations appear stilted and don’t 
lead anywhere.  This is often because the caller isn’t 
clear about what the call is for and where the call is 
going.  A good way to plan for success is to use the 
ODE model:

O stands for optimum outcome (e.g. an instruction)

D stands for desired outcome (e.g. agreement to a 
follow up meeting)

E for essential (e.g. you don’t burn your bridges with 
the person that you are calling)

10½ things you can do to make your 
telephone conversations more productive

1. Stand up

2. Be animated

3. Be energised 

4. Picture success

How can you do BD when you can’t do BD?  
Pt 1:  Getting more from your phone



If a telephone call is not formally scheduled, always ask 
the other person if “now is a good time” when they 
pick up.   This is especially vital in the current crisis as 
people may have children at home that need looking 
after or a sick member of the family that they need to 
care for.

The current situation is affecting everyone in one way 
or another.  Before you get to the business reason for 
the call, take time to ask how your contact is and how 
events are affecting them. 

And don’t make this sound like a ‘box ticking’ exercise.  
Be natural and invest as much time as is necessary to 
talk things through … especially as what you learn here 
might mean you need to change your approach.

The old saying that we have two ears and one mouth 
comes to mind here.  We are often far too keen to get 
across our points rather than invest in understanding 
the other person.  

The best sales people are always the great listeners not 
the great talkers.  This is not a coincidence.

Only questions that ask for more than a yes/no 
response get to the heart of a person or an issue and 
you can only present the right solution in the right way 
once you’ve unlocked both.

An easy tip?  Use ‘how’ and ‘why’ as often as you can

People are busy and have their own priorities at this 
difficult time so don’t stay on the phone longer than is 
necessary.

A lot of people seem to find it difficult to bring a 
conversation to a close.  When the natural break 
arrives, take the initiative and make it easy for the 
other person. 

A telephone conversation is no different to a face-to-
face meeting.  There always has to be a follow up step 
even if it’s only a quick email summarising 
what’s been agreed and who needs to do 
what by when.

5. Ask for permission

6. Be human

7. Listen … and I mean REALLY listen!

8. Ask open questions

9. Know when to end the call 

10. Know how to end the call

10½.  Follow up! 


